Walking the Tree (Angry Robot)

Botanica is an island, but almost all of the
island is taken up by the Tree.Little
knowing how they came to be here, small
communities live around the coast line.
The Tree provides them shelter, kindling,
medicine and a place of legends, for there
are ghosts within the trees who snatch
children and the dying.Lillah has come of
age and is now ready to leave her
community and walk the tree for five years,
learning all Botanica has to teach her.
Before setting off, Lillah is asked by the
dying mother of a young boy to take him
with her. In a country where a plague killed
half the population, Morace will otherwise
be killed in case he has the same disease.
But can Lillah keep the boys secret, or will
she have to resort to breaking the oldest
taboo on Botanica?Another astonishingly
imaginative novel from the acclaimed
author ofSlights.FILE UNDER: Fantasy [A
Stunning World / An Epic Journey / A
Terrifying Secret / Ghosts in the Tree]

Lillah has come of age and is now ready to leave her community and walk the tree for five years, learning all Botanica
has to teach her. Before setting off, LillahAngry Robot set its stall out from the very start as an imprint that would be
trying different approaches to delivering stories. Over the last year weve been Posts about Angry Robot Books written
by josephdlacey. and the human relationship with nature, so Walking the Tree was right up my street.I had no idea
Walking the Tree was an Angry Robot book, so I was killed two curiosity-birds with one e-purchase. The main reason
for the purchase was to findToday its the cover for Ian Whates first fantasy novel, City of Dreams & Nightmare. The
cover is by Greg Bridges, the Australian artist who also graced us withWALKING THE TREE. Kaaron Warren. To be
published February 2010 (UK/Australia) and July 2010 (North America) by Angry. Robot, in mass-market To celebrate
the fact that Kaaron Warren has just been nominated for a Ditmar award for her book Walking the Tree, we have
dropped the priceLike walking from a dream into a mythical land both familiar and delightfully strange. A tale of
tolerance and survival, in a fascinating and beautifully realisedKaaron Warrens second novel Walking the Tree (Angry
Robot) is about a massive tree that takes up most of an island and its hold on the community that livescoming soon from
Angry Robot WALKING THE TREE by Kaaron Warren The trader from Aloes He camps by the roots of the Tree,
waiting for market time. Angry Robot set its stall out from the very start as an imprint that would be While writing
Walking the Tree, ace AR author Kaaron WarrenAngry Robot is a global imprint dedicated to the best in modern adult
science fiction, . nominated for the Ditmar Award for Best Novel for Walking The Tree.: Walking the Tree
(9780857660435): Kaaron Warren, Greg Mass Market Paperback: 528 pages Publisher: Angry Robot Reprint edition
By Kaaron Warren. Botanica is an island, yet just about all of the island is taken up by means of the Tree. Little
understanding how they got hereAngry Robot set its stall out from the very start as an imprint that would be trying
different approaches to delivering stories. Over the last year weve beenAs part of our 12 Days of Christmas, were
bringing you some of your favourite authors talking about what Christmas is to themin whatever form they like!
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WereWalking the Tree now with free novella! Angry Robot set its stall out from the very start as an imprint that would
be trying different approaches to deliveringAngry Robot Home Books Discover Our Latest Releases Read Everything
with an Tweets by @angryrobotbooks Walking the Tree Kaaron Warren
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